Let X be a simple connected graph with n vertices and m edges. Every vertex of X is assigned either black state or white state. We move by selecting a vertex v of X having black state and then change the states of all neighbors of v. This is the flipping puzzle on X and it corresponds to a group action. We referred this group to the flipping group of X. In this paper, we are mainly concerned about the flipping group on the line graph L(X) of X. We show that the flipping group of L(X) is isomorphic to a semidirect product of (Z/2Z) k and the symmetric group S n , where k = (n − 1)(m − n + 1) if n is odd; k = (n − 2)(m − n + 1) if n is even and Z is the additive group of integers.
Introduction
An ordered pair X = (V, E) is called a finite simple graph if the vertex set V is a finite set and the edge set E is a subset of the set consisting of all 2-element subsets of V. The elements of V are vertices of X and the elements of E are edges of X. For v ∈ V , the neighbor set of v in X is the set {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E} and every vertex of the neighbor set of v is called a neighbor of v. A finite simple graph X = (V, E) is connected if for any two distinct elements u, u ′ ∈ V there is a subset {{u 0 , u 1 }, {u 1 , u 2 }, . . . , {u k−1 , u k }} of E with u = u 0 and u ′ = u k . Throughout this paper, we assume that X = (V, E) is a finite simple connected graph with |V | = n and |E| = m, unless otherwise stated. The flipping puzzle on X is a one-person game. A configuration of the flipping puzzle of X is that every vertex of V is assigned to either black state or white state. A move on a configuration is to select a vertex v ∈ V having black state and then change the states of all neighbors of v. The flipping puzzles are also called lit-only σ-games [12] . Some interesting results on flipping puzzles have been developed by combinatorial and algebraic ways [8, 9, 12, 14, 15] ; in addition, the study of flipping puzzles is related to Lie algebras [1, 2, 4, 5, 11] and the representation theory of Coxeter groups [8] . We now describe the flipping puzzles in a formal manner.
We say that the two configurations of the flipping puzzle on X are flipping equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of allowable moves, and the name comes from that it is an equivalence relation. We refer the equivalence classes under the flipping equivalence relation to flipping classes of X. There is a general question: What are the flipping classes of X?
The flipping puzzle on X corresponds to a group action and this group is called the flipping group of X. Every orbit under the action corresponds to a flipping class of X. The flipping classes of X and the number of flipping classes are determined when X is a simple-laced Dynkin diagram, a line graph, or a n-vertex graph with an induced path of n − 1 vertices. See [8, 9, 12] [8] . Also, it was shown that the number of flipping groups of those n-vertex graphs with induced (n − 1)-vertex paths is at most n − 1, up to isomorphism [9] . Recently, Yaokun Wu proved that the flipping group of the line graph L(X) of X is isomorphic to the symmetric group S n on n elements if X is a tree with at least 3 vertices [15] .
In this paper, we study the structure of the flipping group of L(X). We show that if X has n ≥ 3 vertices then the flipping group of L(X) is isomor-phic to
where Z is the additive group of integers. Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.7 are the results. It is worth remarking that line graphs are classified in terms of nine forbidden induced subgraphs [3, 13] .
Besides the above main result, there is an interesting byproduct: given a flipping class O there is a subset E ′ of the vertex set E of L(X) with |E ′ | ≤ n, independent of m, such that for any G, G ′ ∈ O, G reaches G ′ by a sequence of moves only involved by selecting vertices in E ′ . See Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 for details. At the end of this paper, we apply Theorem 5.5 and [9, Theorem 3.9] to find the structures of flipping groups of some non-line graphs. For the completeness of this article, we rewrite some contents of [15] .
Edge spaces and bond spaces
In this section we give some basis definitions and properties about the edge space and the bond space of X. The reader may refer to [6, p.23-p.28] for details. Let E denote the power set of E. For F,
e. the symmetric difference of F and F ′ , and define 1 · F = F and 0 · F = ∅, the empty set. Then E forms a vector space over the 2-element field F 2 = {0, 1} and is called the edge space of X. Note that the zero element of E is ∅ and −F = F for F ∈ E. Since {{ǫ} | ǫ ∈ E} is a basis of E, we have dim E = m. In the same way as above, the power set V of V also forms a vector space over F 2 with symmetric difference as vector addition and dim V = n.
For a subset U of V, let E(U) be the subset of E consisting of all edges of X which have exactly one element in U. In graph theory, E(U) is often called an edge cut of X if U is an nonempty and proper subset of V . Let E(v) := E({v}) for v ∈ V and notice that E(ǫ) = E({x, y}) for ǫ = {x, y} ∈ E. Proposition 2.1. Every ǫ = {x, y} ∈ E lies in exactly two edge cuts E(x) and E(y) among E(v) for all v ∈ V. Moreover, for U ⊆ V,
Proof. The first assertion holds by the definitions of X = (V, E) and E(v) for v ∈ V. The second assertion is immediate from the first assertion.
The bond space B is a subspace of E spanned by E(v) for all v ∈ V. From Proposition 2.1, B = {E(U) | U ⊆ V }. The following corollary also follows from Proposition 2.1.
Proof. From Proposition 2.1 and E(V ) = ∅, we see that E(u) = v∈V −{u} E(v) and the map from V onto B, defined by
is a linear transformation whose kernel is {∅, V }. Thus, the corollary immediately follows. Now, we give a set of coset representatives of B in E. Note that there are
Flipping groups and invariant subsets
The line graph L(X) of X is a finite simple connected graph, the vertex set of which is the edge set E of X and the edge set of which is the set of 2-element subsets {ǫ,
By the definition of L(X), the set E(ǫ) is the neighbor set of ǫ in L(X). Note that we regard every configuration of the flipping puzzle on L(X) as a subset of E, the set of those elements which have black states. For ǫ ∈ E, we associate a linear transformation ǫ : E → E, denoted by the bold type of ǫ, as
From the definition of ǫ, we have that ǫ 2 is the identity linear transformation and hence ǫ is invertible. Besides, for F ∈ E, if ǫ ∈ F then ǫF = F + E(ǫ) is the new configuration after the move on the configuration F by selecting the vertex ǫ of L(X); if ǫ / ∈ F then ǫF = F.
Definition 3.1. Let W denote the subgroup of the general linear group GL(E) of E generated by the set {ǫ | ǫ ∈ E}. W is referring to the flipping group of L(X).
We say that I is an invariant subset of E under W if I ⊆ E and WI ⊆ I. Every coset of the bond space B in E is an invariant subset of E under W by (3.1) and since E(ǫ) ∈ B for ǫ ∈ E. The property is stated formally in the following. Excluding the last section, we always assume n ≥ 3 in the remaining of this paper since we look for |{E(v) | v ∈ V }| = n. Let S n denote the symmetric group on the set {E(v) | v ∈ V }. Suppose ǫ = {x, y} ∈ E. From the first assertion of Proposition 2.1 we know that ǫ fixes all E(v)'s except E(x) and E(y), and from the second assertion of Proposition 2.1 we know that E(ǫ) = E(x) + E(y) and then ǫE(x) = E(y) and ǫE(y) = E(x). In brief, ǫ acting on
The formal definition is given as follows.
for v ∈ V and g ∈ W.
Recall that T is a spanning tree of E. Let W T be the subgroup of W generated by the set {ǫ | ǫ ∈ T } and we say that X is a tree if E = T.
Proof. Since α(ǫ) = (E(x), E(y)) for every ǫ = {x, y} ∈ E, the first assertion follows from [7, Lemma 3.10.1] . If X is a tree then E = B, and hence the kernel of α is trivial. The second assertion thus holds.
Example 3.5. The following are two special cases of X.
(ii) if X is an edge then L(X) is a vertex and hence W is a trivial group. Example 3.6. The complete graph of n − 1 vertices is the line graph of the star graph of n vertices. From Lemma 3.4, the flipping group of the complete graph of n − 1 vertices is isomorphic to S n .
Orbits
To prepare for the major result of this paper, we need to determine the flipping classes of X. To this end, we choose a nice basis of B to describe flipping classes of L(X)
We refer ∆ to the simple basis of B. For each vector G of B, G can be written as a unique linear combination of elements in ∆, so let ∆(G) be the subset of ∆ such that the sum of all elements in ∆(G) is equal to G, and let the simple weight sw(G) of G be the size of ∆(G). For example, ∆(E(u)) = {E(v) | v ∈ V − {u}} and sw(E(u)) = n − 1.
An orbit of E under W is a minimal nonempty invariant subset of E under W; in other words, an orbit of E under W is the set {gF | g ∈ W} for some F ∈ E. By the definition of W, it is clear that the orbits of E under W are the flipping classes of L(X). From Proposition 3.2, every orbit of E under W is contained in some coset of B in E. In addition, we mentioned that {F | F ⊆ E − T } is a set of coset representatives of B in E in the last paragraph of Section 2. Therefore, every orbit of E under W is an orbit of F + B under W for some F ⊆ E − T. 
where
Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 3.4 and E(u) = v∈V −{u} E(v).
Secondly, we find the orbits of F + B under W for nonempty F ⊆ E − T. where B e := {G ∈ B | sw(G) is even} and B o := B − B e .
Proof. We first determine the orbits of F +B under W T ∪{ǫ} . From Lemma 4.1 and W T F = F , the orbits of F + B under W T are
It thus remains to consider the action of ǫ on F + B. Since ǫ(F + G) = F + (E(ǫ) + ǫG) and E(ǫ) + ǫG ∈ B for G ∈ B, we discuss the simple weight of E(ǫ) + ǫG as follows. Suppose sw(G) = i. If u / ∈ ǫ then sw(E(ǫ)) = 2 and
and if u ∈ ǫ then sw(E(ǫ)) = n − 2 and
By using (4.3) and (4.4), some sets in (4.2) are further put together to become an orbit of F + B under W T ∪{ǫ} and to obtained the result as described in (4.1).
Since ǫ is an arbitrary element of F and ǫ ′ F = F for ǫ ′ / ∈ F, the orbits of F + B under W are the same as the orbits of F + B under W T ∪{ǫ} .
More on flipping groups
In this section we investigate the group structure of the flipping group W of L(X). Let B i = B for i = 1, 2, . . . , m − n + 1. Recall that their direct sum
is the set of all (m − n + 1)-tuples (G i )
where G i ∈ B i and where the addition is defined componentwise; i.e., (G i )
. Note that B e , defined in Lemma 4.2, is an (n − 2)-dimensional subspace of B. Hence B m−n+1 has a subgroup
where B e,i := B e is a subgroup of B i for i = 1, 2, . . . , m − n + 1.
Let Aut(B m−n+1 ) denote the automorphism group of B m−n+1 .
for all g ∈ W and (G i )
∈ B m−n+1 .
Lemma 5.2. There exists a group homomorphism
Proof. We first show the existence of θ. It suffices to show Ker α ⊆ Ker β since α is surjective. If g ∈ Ker α, then gE(v) = E(v) for all v ∈ V and hence g ∈ Ker β since {E(v) | v ∈ V } spans B. The second assertion is an immediate consequence.
From Lemma 5.2, there is a semidirect product of B m−n+1 and S n with respect to θ [10, p.155], denoted by B m−n+1 ⋊ θ S n ; that is, B m−n+1 ⋊ θ S n is the set B m−n+1 × S n with the group operation defined by
∈ B m−n+1 and σ, τ ∈ S n .
Let E − T = {ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ m−n+1 }. Since the set {{ǫ 1 }, {ǫ 2 }, . . . , {ǫ m−n+1 }} ∪{E(v) | v ∈ V } forms a spanning set of E and {ǫ i } + W{ǫ i } ⊆ B for i = 1, 2, . . . , m−n+1, we can define the injective map from W into B m−n+1 ⋊ θ S n as follows. We will show that the map is indeed injective later.
, α(g))
for g ∈ W.
In fact, γ is not only an injective map but also a group monomorphism.
This shows that γ is a group homomorphism. Since every g ∈ Ker γ fixes the spanning set {{ǫ 1 }, {ǫ 2 }, . . . , {ǫ m−n+1 }} ∪ {E(v) | v ∈ V } of E, g is the identity map on E. Hence the kernel of γ is trivial.
In other words, the flipping group W of L(X) is isomorphic to the subgroup γ(W) of B m−n+1 ⋊ θ S n . Fortunately, γ(W) is knowable.
Theorem 5.5. The flipping group W of the line graph L(X) is isomorphic to
Proof. It suffices to show that for any σ ∈ S n , there exists g ∈ W such that 
Since dim B = n − 1 and dim B e = n − 2, the additive groups of B and B e are isomorphic to (Z/2Z) n−1 and (Z/2Z) n−2 respectively, where Z is the additive group on integers.
Example 5.6. If X is a cycle of n vertices, then the flipping group of L(X), also a cycle of n vertices, is
by Theorem 5.5. 
induces a natural group isomorphism from S n to S ′ n . On the other hand, the bijective map ρ can extend to an invertible linear transformation from B to B ′ . Thus, we may define the bijective map from B m−n+1 ⋊ θ S n to B ′ m−n+1 ⋊ θ ′ S ′ n and the map sends B m−n+1 e × S n to B ′m−n+1 e × S ′ n . Furthermore, it is straightforward to verify that the map is a group isomorphism by (5.1) and (5.2), as desired.
Remark 5.8. In [9, Theorem 3.9], we consider a class of 2 n−1 graphs and show that the number of their flipping groups is at most n − 1 up to isomorphism. Together with Corollary 5.7, it seems that the number of flipping groups of finite simple connected graphs with a given vertices number is not too large, and a classification of them seems to be visible.
Applications
A path is a sequence of distinct vertices such that any two consecutive vertices have an edge. A path is induced if there is no other edges between nonconsecutive vertices. The purpose of this section is to determine the flipping groups of some non-line graphs by applying Theorem 5.5 and [9, Theorem 3.9]. Firstly, we introduce [9, Theorem 3.9] . In this section, let n ≥ 2 and let Y denote a finite simple connected n-vertex graph containing an induced (n − 1)-vertex path. We may assume that the vertex set of Y is {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and the sequence 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 is an induced path. Let {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i ℓ } denote the neighbor set of 0 in Y where i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i ℓ . See Figure 1 . Secondly, we determine when the graph Y in Figure 1 is a line graph. 
Proof. It is immediate from the definition of L(X).
Each graph X of the graphs on the left column in Figure 2 is an n-edgeif the value π 1 of Y is 2 or n − 2.
Proof. By Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 6.1, it remains to check that the five classes of graphs X on the left column in Figure 1 have n + 1, n + 1, n, n, and n vertices from top to down.
Here is an example of the flipping group of a non-line graph. is a non-line graph with an induced 4-vertex path. By (6.1), its value π 1 is 2. Hence its flipping group is (Z/2Z) 4 ⋊ S 5 by Corollary 6.3.
Note hat the first two classes of graphs in the right column of Figure 2 are the only graphs Y with π 1 = 1 or n − 1. The two classes of graphs in Figure 4 are all non-line n-vertex graphs containing induced (n − 1)-vertex paths in the case that π 1 = 2, n − 2. From Corollary 6.3, the flipping groups of non-line n-vertex graphs in Figure 4 are (Z/2Z) n−1 ⋊ S n , if n is odd; (Z/2Z) n−2 ⋊ S n , if n is even. 
